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HIGHLIGHT

12 PLAYGROUNDS TO HAVE FUN
Moena, Soraga, Vigo, Pozza, Pera, Mazzin, Campestrin, Fontanazzo,
Campitello, Canazei, Alba and Penia. Each of these villages can make
children happy. How? with a fabulous playground. Every village in Val di
Fassa, either big or small, offer a green area, normally in the nearest of
the wood and of the Avisio stream, where children can have fun. They can
find: slides, swings, wooden houses, climbing structures, sandboxes, the
beloved pulleys and much more. Mornings and afternoons run fast here,
where the children are the absolute protagonists and mums, dads and
grannies can always find a bench (in the shadow) where to rest. There are
12 playgrounds down in the valley in Val di Fassa. Getting bored is
impossible if you just try them all!
Val di Fassa has also several playgrounds at altitude.

Today in the valley
WHERE THE WATER CUTS THE WOOD

STRÈDA DE CIAMP TRUJAN - PENIA 10 A.M. – 12 P.M. AND 3 – 7 P.M.
Visit to the historic and still operating Venetian sawmill, where you can
learn the ancient technique of wood-cutting.

LADINS ON EXHIBITION

LADIN MUSEUM OF FASSA – LOC. VIGO/SÈN JAN 10 A.M. – 12.30 P.M.
AND 3 – 7 P.M.
The ethnographic collection of the Ladin cultural Institute is exposed
in an innovative way, through documents, video and audio contents to
discover the local history.

SO MUCH FUN WITH CLOWN NICK

PLAYGROUND – LOC. POZZA/SÈN JAN AT 9.00 P.M.
Evening dedicated to the families, with laughs and stupifying illusions,
offered by the amusing clown Nick.

Itineraries
FROM MOENA TO SAN PELLEGRINO TO FUCIADE REFUGE
The state street n. 346 connects the town of Moena to San
Pellegrino Pass (1.919 m). Descend for some 200 metres on the
other side of the mountain Pass and after an overpass, turn left into
the road ascending towards Hotel Miralago, where you have to
leave your car. You can also park in the broad parking area on you
right, before the overpass. From Miralago starts an easy dirt road,
mostly flat, which brings you to the beautiful hollow of Fuciade, an
extraordinary limestone Amphitheatre surrounded by imposing
mountains, whose Ladin names are L’Om, Jigolè, Sas de
Valfreida.The place is also particularly interesting from the botanic
point of view, due to the presence of many plants and flowers, some
of which are one-of-a-kind. The itinerary ends at Fuchiade Hut
(1.972 m; 1 h). Take the same route to go back.

The complete schedule of the events is available by the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
JUNE 21ST AT 8.00 A.M. - POZZA

ON THE VIA FERRATA

WITH THE ALPINE GUIDES TO SAFELY FACE A DEMANDING
ITINERARY. ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (ACTIVITY AGAINST
PAYMENT).
JUNE 21ST AT 8.30 A.M. - MOENA

AROUND THE MOUNTAIN DAIRIES
TO THE FARMHOUSE “EL MAS”, TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE
ANIMALS OF A TYPICAL MOUNTAIN BARN (ACTIVITY AGAINST
PAYMENT).

Did you know that...
Human traces in Val di Fassa date back to the Mesolithic age (8000
years ago): groups of hunters coming from the flat land got to the
mountains, rich in game. Giving evidence to their passage several
worked flintstones, found at Sella di Ciamòl (2354 m), Sella Brunèch
(2428 m) and Sella di Crèpa Nèigra (2360 m), where even a splinter
of basaltic stone was found. Other findings came to light in Val di
Dona, Val Duron, and on the west face of Pordoi, whether on Sella
Pass numerous hunting tools were found.

JUNE 21ST AT 8.30 A.M. - CANAZEI

ALONG VAL CONTRIN BY E-BIKE
ACROSS ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL SIDE VALLEYS IN FASSA WITH
THE BIKE GUIDE. ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (EXCURSION
AGAINST PAYMENT).
Initiatives reserved to the guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment). Enrolments required within the previous day by the Tourist
Offices. The activities are reserved to the guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board.
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